
Small Green Stone Dancing
Ganesh Idol for Home 4 inch
Read More
SKU: 01374
Price: ₹6,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Bighna Vinashak Idol, Ganadhipati Statue,
Ganapati Statue, Green Stone Ganesha, Green Stone
Statue

Product Description

Greestone Jagannath Baladev
Subhadra Idols on Mandap 8 in
Read More
SKU: 01335
Price: ₹10,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Jagannath Idol
Tags: jagannath baladev subhadra statue

Product Description
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Get creative and cost-efficient in your decor by exhibiting the subtle Jagannath,
Balbhadra & Subhadra idol, which is artfully scattered with greenstone. Material:
Green stone  Dimension(HWL): 8 x 5.5 x 1.5 inch
Height: 8 inch Position: Sitting Elucidation of the iconic Jagannath, Balbhadra &
Subhadra :

The sculpture described here of miniature replica of idols of God Jagannath, Balbhadra &
Subhadra along with the Sudarshan Chakra.
The design of the idol was carved with large eyes and with stumps as hands. However,
legs and hands are absent.
The trio is seen sitting on an attractively carved Mandapa.

About god Jagannath, Balbhadra & Subhadra significance:

Jagannath is known to be the Avatara of Lord Vishnu or by some people, an avatar of Lord
Krishna.
His name is a union of two words, ‘Jagan’ connotation world and’ Nath’ meaning Lord.
 He is never revered alone, he is worshipped along with his elder brother and younger
sister.
According to the legend, the construction of the auspicious Jagannath temple was done by
King Indradyumna. One night when the king slept he saw God Jagannath in his dream.
 He heard the voice of Lord Jagannath about a fragrant tree and ordered him to make idols
from this tree. So the king made the idols of God Jagannath, Balbhadra & Subhadra along
with these idols he also made the Sudarshan Chakra.
 The idols were not in proper shape. But they heard a divine voice that told king
Indradyumana to install the half-completed idols in the temple. The king also installed the
idols at the Jagannath temple as per the divine message.
The temple is one of the holiest Char Dham temples. The Vimala temple is considered one
of the most important of the Shakti Peetha.

Decorate your home with the Hindu God:

You can completely revamp your space by simply restyling it with the holy statue.
The focal point of a room attracts the eye and helps to grab attention if you place it on a
tabletop or the center of the coffee table.
Place the artwork on a console table, bench, or shelves to create a point of interest in the
home.
Place it on a mantel or bookcase to create a more visually pleasing arrangement.
Create an eye-catching display by exhibiting the art piece, on a corner table or shelf.
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Placing it on a hanging or floating shelve becomes an impactful art.

Worshipping Jagannath Baladeva Subhadra benefits:

The devotee gets a better life partner & boosts strong bondage in marriage life.
Good knowledge, wisdom, fearlessness, and boldness were achieved.
Wealth position will enhance.

How do you shine a green stone idol:

Cleaning natural stone is easy, with a non-abrasive cloth or sponge.
Wet the sponge, rinse the sponge over the surface to remove loose dust, then dry with a
soft tea towel.
Make this method a routine for the care and cleaning of your green stone idol.

Green Stone Standing Buddha
Statue 7.5 inch
Read More
SKU: 01319
Price: ₹8,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Statues, Standing Buddha
Statues
Tags: Green Stone Buddha Idols, Standing Buddha
Statue

Product Description

Green Stone Standing Buddha Statue 7.5 inches. The light darkish finish allows this
statue to pop against its surrounding. Perfectly fit in any shelf, mantle, accent table
and spread calm around the surrounding. Material: Greenstone Dimension(HWL): 7.5 x
3 x 2 inch
Height: 7.5 inch Position: Standing About the statue posture: Each statue of Lord Buddha
features some physical attributes which are called Mudras. Each Mudra indicates, teaching,
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meditating, or enlightenment. The standing Buddha statue delineates the period of Lord Buddha
rising to teach his findings after attaining enlightenment. Both feet placed side by side,
immobilized. And ready to begin his walk and preaching. The left hand is raised towards the
chest level holding a prayer bead. And the right is hanging naturally in the side. Lord Buddha
addresses his first sermon at Sarnath, to his dispels. His first sermon includes the four noble
truths and the eight-fold path. About Lord Buddha: Lord "Buddha" the framer of Buddhism.
Buddha means " a person who is awake". Born into a royal family, raised with all lush and
luxuriant, married, and had a son until the age of twenty-nine he was incognizant about worldly
sufferings. One day on the way to went to Kapilavastu, he saw an old man, a sick, and a corpse
each for the first time in his life. Which inquietude him, the same day he too encountered a
sage who walking in the street with a peaceful expression on his face. So Lord Buddha
disowned all worldly things, in search of truth and enlightenment to escape from the universal
suffering. After meandering around for six years finally found it under the Bodhi tree, near Bodh
Gaya by meditating deeply for forty-nine days. And ascertain that human life is about suffering
but deep concentration, transcendence, and moral conduct are the ways to one can free
himself from pain (the suffering). Placement suggestion : The beautiful piece standing on a
lotus pedestal is ideal for a home, office, or café. Placing on cabinets, accent tables, in the
showcase will elevate the look of your décor. Spreading the feeling of calm, combined with its
classic black yet rich modern look. Care: You can dust the statue using cloth or broom.

Rough Weathered Black
Polished Greenstone Hanuman
Statue 7 in
Read More
SKU: 01047
Price: ₹5,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues

Product Description
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A creatively scriptural way to add some rough weathered accent piece that would fit
well in any interior style. The black stone Hanuman statue is a wonderfully unique
option to complete your decor without breaking your budget. Material: Green stone
Dimension(HWL):  7 x 3.5 x 2 inch
Height: 7 inch Position: Sitting A glance at the one-off home decor:

The inimitable statue is seen sitting on a lotus plinth, a chhatri over his head.
 Holding Vedas in both hands in Padmasana Mudra.
The unequaled effigy was the creation of the sure-handed artisan of Odisha.

Hanuman: The biggest devotee of Lord Rama

Believed to be an 11th Rudra Avatar of Lord Shiva. Immensely courageous and powerful.
In Sanskrit Hanuman means "Disfigured jaw", which he broke after falling into the ground
by the Vajra of Lord Indra while attempting to grab Sun mistaking it as a fruit.
Lord Hanuman is always seen below the feet of Lord Rama in almost every shrine of Lord
Rama.
Once every year on Chaitra Purnima, Hanuman Jayanti is observed and celebrated.

Some approaches to superpose the special home decor  :

Taking into account the "Vaastu" statue of Lord Hanuman should be placed in the South
zone.
You can make worship the idol in the temple of your home or office.
It will fancify your living room and office by putting it on the sideboard, console, glass
cabin, and bookshelf.
You can also place it on the study/reception desk of your office.
A sainted gift to present someone at their special event.

Apart from an element of decor, it has a significant stroke of luck:

It eradicates Vaastu effects and negative energy from its surrounding by transmitting
positive energy into the house.
Lord Hanuman protects one from the ill-energy of planet Saturn.
It helps you to enjoy material desire and increases familiar peace.

Ways to clean the auspicious stone sculptures:

Greenstone is alluring to display the art of sculpture.
Hold a piece of cloth and run through the surface gently.
Repeat the procedure now and then to keep the dirt away from the stone sculptures
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Green stone Lord Krishna statue
12 inch B57
Read More
SKU: 00217
Price: ₹14,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Krishna Statues, Stone

Product Description
The green marble stone used to create this masterpiece is one of the excellent quality forest
green marble stone. The smooth finish, rigid construction, high strength, long lasting shine and
easy maintenance are the key features of this special kind of marble stone. Here Lord Krishna is
depicted enchantingly playing his favourite musical instrument standing in tribhanga. The
expressions and the smile wide spread across the lips of the Lord can captivate any living
being. Bring home this mesmerising statuette to enhance the beauty of your house and feel
closer to the blessings of the supreme almighty.
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Stylish Ganpati Idol for Home
Green Stone
Read More
SKU: 01797
Price: ₹220,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: New Style Ganesh Murti

Product Description

Stylish Ganpati Idol for Home Green Stone designs is among the most widely
available making them a good choice for those who want to add a soothing and
tranquil environment outdoors. Material: Greenstone sculpture Dimension(HWL): 36
inch Position: Standing Height: 3 feet  Characterization of the Ganesha Murti sitting
statue:

The statue displayed here is the statue of Lord Ganesha.
 In this statue, he is seen sitting on a Simhasana in Lalitasana pose, beneath his feet his
Vahana mouse is seen with humble eyes and folded hands looking at his master
submissively.
Seen with four arms where he is holding a goad, a pot full of sweets, a noose, and a broken
tusk.

Lord Ganpati:

"Gana" stands for common people, and "Isha" means head, thus "Ganesha" means the
head of common people.
Lord Ganesha is always honored first before the beginning of any auspicious pooja or ritual
or any new venture.
He rides a mouse as his Vahana.
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His birthday falls on the month of Bhadrava Shukla paksha Chaturthi known as Vinayaka
Chaturthi or Ganesh Chaturthi.

Placement advice:

Use the sculpture in an archway or arbor, which will enrich the magnificence of the garden
a lot more.
Establishing a lantern or lamppost near the statue would make it glow even after dark.
Tempt the lookout of the onlooker by displaying the home garden statue near any water
feature, the trickling sound of water becomes enchanting.
Surround the home garden sculpture with honeysuckle, jasmine,  Cestrumeetc, etc, these
are some fragrant that not only add pictorial smoothness to the eye but create a wonderful
aroma in the atmosphere.
Enjoy the peacefulness of a large garden, or park, by placing the statue amid a spouting
fountain.
Entries of colleges, institutions, and schools are some bewitching options to exhibit the
statue.
The lobby of the hotel, resort, or resturant can be nicely embellished with the garden
statue.

Lord Ganesha and his godsend:

Lord Ganesha is the remover of all kinds of obstacles.
Students widely worship him to outperform in their academics.
Attain success and fortune in your life with the divine grace of Lord Ganesha.

How to clean the Ganpati Idol for Home:

Start the process of cleaning by dousing it wholly with a hose spray in a gentle mode.
Once the statue gets wet, clean it using a soft bristle brush or with a cloth in every nook
and crevice where the chances of dust assemblage are more.
Once you are completed with scrubbing, give the home garden statue a final flurry and let
it air dry.
Repeat this method of washing from time to time to keep it away from any biological
development.
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Green Stone Unique Krishna
Bhagwaan Sitting on Kandarpa
Hasti Statue
Read More
SKU: 01630
Price: ₹450,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Krishna Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Green Stone God Goddess Statue Manufacturer,
Green Stone Krishna Idol Home and Puja, Green Stone
Statue, Green Stone Statue For Home and Garden

Product Description

Green Stone Sitting Gajalakshmi
Idol Statue 6 inch
Read More
SKU: 01417
Price: ₹2,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Maa Lakshmi Statues
Tags: Gaja Lakshmi Statue for Home, Gajalaxmi Murti
for Home, Maa Lakhmi Idol for Home, Stone Lakshmi
Statue

Product Description
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Bring this elegant accessory for the little space-themed décor of CRAFTS ODISHA. The
impressive sitting statue of Gajalakshmi in an earthy form. Material: Green stone
Dimension(HWL): 6 x 4 x 1.5 inch
Height: 6 inch Position: Sitting Statue
A gripping sculpture of Gaja Laxmi:

The fascinating statue of Goddess Laxmi is sitting on a lotus plinth, where two elephants
are seen showering her.
Delicate carving and the soothing expression of the statue make it more breathtaking.
Depicted with carrying two lotus flowers and other two arms on Abhay Mudra and Varada
Mudra.
The splendid graven image is created by the brilliant artisans of Odisha, where stone
carving is globally famous for its intricate design.

Gaja Laxmi; The power of royalty

Consort of Lord Vishnu. She is inseparable from Vishnu, together they called as Laxmi-
Narayana.
She was born out of the Kheer Sagar, at the time of Samudra Manthan.
The most significant Ashtalaxmi aspect of Laxmi is the "Gaja Laxmi".
This form is specifically known for being bestowed and protector of wealth, property,
grace, and royalty.
The household goddess of most Hindu families and is worshipped daily.
She has generally worshipped in Diwali (the festival of light) and also in Sharad
Purnima(the festival of harvest).

Direction and placement suggestion:

The statue should be placed in the North or east part of the Northeast corner of the home
or office.
You can use the Lilliputian sculpture in your temple of home, office, and shop.
The statue can be placed on the cupboard, showcase, or any bookshelf of the living room
and office.
You can even place it on the dashboard of your car.
A thoughtful gift for your dear one at their special event.

Blessing one will get by keeping the stone sculptures:

She blesses her devotees with wealth and progeny.
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Brings the favor of luck and fortune in the life of the worshiper.
Also removes all the negativity and evil effects of the planets from life.
Also eradicates Vaastu-related Doshas from the house.

Wash and care guidance:

The lovely sculpture is made from Greenstone.
It is weather-resistant and durable.
To clean off, wipe the surface with a soft cloth.
Clean it every alternate day, to keep the shine of the stone sculpture.

Green Stone Small Lord
Meditating Buddha Idol 4.5 inch
Read More
SKU: 01408
Price: ₹6,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Buddha Statues, Sitting Buddha Statues
Tags: buddha statue, Green Colour Stone Buddha
Statue, Green Stone Buddha Idols, Lord Buddha Idols,
Meditating Buddha Sculpture, Meditation Buddha
Statue, Sitting Buddha Statue, Sitting Lord Buddha
Statue

Product Description
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Green Stone Maa Lakshmi Idol
Statue for Home 3.5 inch
Read More
SKU: 01407
Price: ₹5,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Maa Lakshmi Statues, Hindu Statues
Tags: Maa Annapurna Statue, Maa Lakhmi Idol for
Home, Maa Laxmi Idol, Stone Lakshmi Statue

Product Description

Elevate your décor theme with Maa Lakshmi Idol to enjoy a contemporary twist with classic
coordination. Material: Green stone Dimension(HWL): 3.5 x 2.5 x 1 inch
Height: 3.5 inch Position: Sitting Statue
The amuse structure of Maa Lakshmi:

The fascinating statue of Goddess Laxmi is sitting on a blossomed lotus flower plinth.
 The pitcher of holding contains the celestial nectar.
The splendid graven image is created by the brilliant artisans of Odisha, where stone
carving is globally famous for its intricate design.

Laxmi: The Padmasundari 

Wife of Lord Vishnu. She is inseparable from Vishnu, together they called as Laxmi-
Narayana.
She appeared from the churning of Milk Ocean.
She not only symbolize material wealth but wealth of all kinds from food to fame.
She is admired as the household goddess of most Hindu families.
Goddess Lakshmi is widely worshipped in Diwali (the festival of light) and  Sharad
Purnima(the festival of harvest).
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Direction and placement idea of the stone sculptures:

The statuette should be placed in the North or east part of the Northeast corner of the
home or office.
You can use the petite sculpture in your temple of home, office, and shop.
The statue can be set on the cupboard, showcase, or any bookshelf of the living room and
office.
You can place it on the dashboard of your car.
A thoughtful gift to present your dear one at their special event.

Check out the benefits of keeping the stone sculptures:

She blesses her devotees with financial stability and progeny.
Brings the favor of luck and fortune in the life of the idolater.
Also protects her devotee from ill health and adversity.
Favors a bounty through everyday life.

Wash and care guidance:

The eyeful sculpture is made from Greenstone.
It is not only weather-resistant but also durable.
For dusting, wipe down the surface with a soft cloth.
Keep dusting it time to time, to keep the shine of the stone sculpture.

Green Stone Blessing Buddha
Sitting Statue 8 inch
Read More
SKU: 01318
Price: ₹10,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Buddha Statues, Sitting Buddha Statues
Tags: Blessing Buddha Statue, Green Colour Stone
Buddha Statue, Lord Buddha Idols, Meditating Buddha
Sculpture, Meditation Buddha Statue, Sitting Lord
Buddha Statue
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Product Description

Green Stone Blessing Buddha Sitting Statue 8 inches. The unique statue is adorned
with dark grey, sure to capture attention from every angle. Spread protection and
calm around the home. 
Material: Greenstone Description(HWL): 8 x 4 x 1.5 inch
Height: 8 inch Position: Sitting Lord Buddha, the founder of Buddhism. Born and named,
Sidhartha (one who attains goal). The prince of the Shakya tribe. Away from the harsh reality of
worldly sorrow, he was raised and brought up with all wealth and opulence. married and had a
son. Until the age of twenty-nine, an incident changed his life. When he was on his way to
Kapila Vastu he saw an old person, a sick man, and a corpse. It makes him unsettle of the harsh
truth, that every human on earth is subject to the fate of getting old, sick, and dead, and no
opulence or pleasure will protect him from getting the dukkha. He also saw a monk who is
walking with peace and serenity on his face. All these made him down the material pleasure of
the royal life and he went on the spiritual quest. For six long years, he follows many teachers'
instructions,  yogi practices, got into self-mortification, self-deprivation but did not find any
specific solution to his quest. That is when he decided to find a middle path instead of going any
extreme. He finally sat under a fig tree in deep meditation and attain enlightenment. From then
he is known as Lord Buddha. Every posture and gesture of him have some meaning behind
them. Like the Blessing Buddha here. Is seen sitting on a pedestal on Vajrasana pose known as
the double lotus pose. The right hand is raised in front of the chest palm faced outward in
blessing mudra or Abhay mudra representing a shield overcoming fear. This mudra also
symbolizes protection against fear, anger, and delusion. The left-hand lies on the lap of the left
thigh, which is a symbol of generosity. The blessing Buddha statue is a reflection of divine
protection against fear and anger. It spread positive and peacefulness in the surrounding. Keep
the Statue at any area you need blessing upon. Placement: Blessing Buddha or protection
Buddha is beneficial if kept at the entrance, it will keep the negative forces outside. Keep in
office, home, or any area where you need healing from Vaastu-related issues. Care: Just wiping
down the statue with a cloth or broom is enough to ward off the dirt.
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Green Stone Modern Decor
Female Model Statue 10 inch
Read More
SKU: 01316
Price: ₹24,080.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Decor, Idols
Tags: Modern Sculpture

Product Description

This piece measures just over 3 inches in length, ideal for smaller shelves or use as a
centerpiece on any tabletop. The modern decor of the female model statue  Use to complement
interior themes like coastal, bohemian, cottage chic, and more. Material:  Greenstone
Dimension (HWL): 5 x 10 x 3 inch Height:  5 inch Width: 10 inch Position: Resting A brief
description of the abstract sculpture of the modern lady:

The statue represents here is a modern statue of a lady.
The sculpture of the lady is seen in a reclining position with two dogs near playing with
her.
The whole sculpture is artistically made from green stone showcasing the back of a
modern lady very intelligently by the artificer of Odisha who is equally famous for its
complex design globally.

Home decor ideas that can make your home look more artistic:

Highlight the deco piece over a hanging shelve, as prominent as possible.
Proudly display it on the vacant corners with the help of an iron stand or an angular shelve.
Exhibit it on the floating shelve on the patio that will immediately trigger a feeling for your
guests, and they will have a more luxurious feeling toward the space.
A simple home decor idea for your living room by displaying it on a built-in shelve.
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Another easy and affordable home decor idea for your living room and bedroom is to hang
unique art pieces on the walls.
If you feel creative, a great way to get the artwork is to create your deco style by placing it
on any tabletop.
The key to making any piece, from bookshelves to china cabinets easiest way to achieve
this look is to have them extend from floor to ceiling.

Extremely inexpensive mode of cleaning:

It's time to get rid of all those residues gathered on the statue, making it dull and dusty.
So, the statue needs a thorough cleaning once in a while.
For cleaning use a damp cloth and wipe over the female model statue. Which is enough to
keep it away from the dust.

Green Stone Modern Decor
Shankha with Lord Ganesh
Statue 7 inch
Read More
SKU: 01315
Price: ₹25,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Decor, Objects
Tags: Green Stone Sculpture, Modern Sculpture, Stone
Shankha With Ganesh Ji Statue

Product Description

The Impressive Modern Decorative Sankha made of green stone is another easy way to extend
unconventional décor themes with Lord Ganesha engraving. A delicate option to make an
immediate impression on guests. Material: Green stone sculpture Dimension(HWL): 7 x 5 x 3
inch Height: 7 inch
A unique intricate sculpture:
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The conch-designed statue has a uniquely engraved Ganesha on it.
Made out of a single stone engraving with a heavy base suitable for batter stability.
The eyeful structure is made by the proficient artisan of Odisha, where stone carving is
globally famous for its intricate design and uniqueness.

Placement possibility of the rare stone sculptures:

Give your shelf, cupboard, and showcase a distinctive look with the stone sculptures.
You can even consider it to install it on the center table, reception desk, sideboard in your
restaurant, hotel, and home.
Gift your dear one the unusual decorative stone on their special occasion.

Guide for cleaning the statue:

The decorous statue is made of Greenstone material.
Greenstone is widely famous for its non-porous quality and shatterproof nature.
Clean the statue with a piece of cloth or a small brush over the surface.
The cleaning should be carried periodically, to keep the dirt away from the surface of the
decorative stone.

Green Stone Dancing Shiva
Statue 6.2 inch
Read More
SKU: 01311
Price: ₹5,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Shiv Ji Statues
Tags: Dancing Shiv Ji Statue, Green Stone Idols, Shiv ji
Idols

Product Description
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Adiyogi Lord Shiv Ji Green Stone
Statue 8.5 inch
Read More
SKU: 01304
Price: ₹10,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Shiv Ji Statues
Tags: adiyogi, adiyogi idol, crafts, Green Stone Idols,
indian culture, isha foundation, sadguru, shiva, stone
idol, stone statue, yoga

Product Description
Adiyogi, the first yogi Or Shiva ji, who is the Lord of we human beings. He lives on earth with us.
He we can relate most with ourselves. This amazing piece of stone art you can keep in your
house or office for long lasting piece and goodness. Om adiyogi.

Sleeping Kishan Kanhaiya on
Lotus Bed Green Stone Statue 6
in
Read More
SKU: 01303
Price: ₹2,600.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Krishna Statues
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Product Description

Lord Shiva Parvati 25 Years Old
Green Stone Statue 7 inch
Read More
SKU: 01300
Price: ₹15,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Shiv Ji Statues

Product Description

Green Stone Buddha Head
Statue 5 in
Read More
SKU: 01050
Price: ₹5,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Buddha Head Statues, Buddha Statues
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Product Description

Description: Green Stone Buddha Head Statue 5 in. An excellent finished with glossy rich
green, made this Buddha's head fit in modern glam interior. A thought-provoking piece can be
set on a tabletop, bookends. Material: Greenstone Dimension(HWL): 5 x 2.5 x 3 inch Height:
5 inch
About the statue: Generally, Lord Buddha has featured four postures, mainly sitting,
standing, walking, and reclining, with the distinct posture he carries many distinct gestures
which have many spiritual characteristics. Except for his head which remains the same
countenance in all postures. Manifest purity and placidity with eternal happiness. His eye is
known as eyes of wisdom, his material eyes look at the external world. The circular dot of his
forehead represents his third eye, which carries a supernatural vision, known as eyes of
consciousness ability to see beyond the material realm. His stretched earlobes which lengthen
due to his heavy jewelry in his princely times depict that his ability to hear the world. His smile
depicts the deep equanimity despite suffering. Keeping a piece of Lord Buddha at home or
office helps to suffuse a more positive aura in the atmosphere of your home. You can fall into
meditation by simply contemplating his face.  About Lord Buddha: The journey of self-
discovery Which Siddhartha Gautama to become The Buddha, the awakened one. He is the
epitome of collectedness and ataraxic. How to free oneself from the "Dukha" known as the
suffering. His first sermon was about human suffering and the way to escape it. He discovers
the middle way which includes the Which the four noble truths and the eight-fold path.
Buddha's four noble truths include Dukha, Samudaya, Nirodha, Magga. Buddha's eightfold path
teaches about Panna: decrement and wisdom, Sila: Virtue and mortality, Samadhi:
Concentration and meditation. These are the intellectual and ethical perfection that can be
achieved through purely human means. His teaching is summed up in Dhamma, which means
truth, the law of righteousness. Which lies in a human's heart and mind.Placement and use: 
The charming bust supplicates a peaceful sense of tranquility. Place the showpiece center of
the cocktail table, bookends. The showcase of your living room and the bookshelf also serve as
a fine place to statue the showpiece. For academic success put a Buddha bust in your kid's
room, or study facing east.Care: Using a soft microfiber cloth to wipe down the surface, enough
to get rid of any dust accumulating on the statue.
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Black Polished Greenstone
Chatri Ganesha Left Trunk
Statue 8 in
Read More
SKU: 01048
Price: ₹4,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues

Product Description

Green stone Lakshmi Narayana
sitting sculpture 12 inch B58
Read More
SKU: 00218
Price: ₹10,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Stone, Vishnu Statues

Product Description
The stone widely famous for its great strength, endurance, and perfect finish, the forest green
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marbles are used for carving out this perfect piece of beauty. Here Lord Narayan is depicted
sitting beside his better half goddess Lakshmi on the lotus which is the favourite flower of the
goddess. Lord Narayan is portrayed playing the flute and goddess Lakshmi has her both hands
on his shoulder depicting a beautiful; intimate moment of the two cosmic bodies. The perfect
finishing and beautiful craving of the statuette can leave any soul spell-bind. So decorate your
house not just with this beautiful statuette but also fill your environment with peace, happiness,
and harmony.
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